Stewards: B Shephard, L Thomson, S Bright, C Childs.
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr C Finlayson

**Race 1**
**GAMBIER VETS MAIDEN STAKE**
400m Maiden

- A swab sample was taken from the winner GLENVILLE ROSE.
- Shortly after the start KICK UP moved down checking BUNGALOO BONNIE. On the turn off the back straight SHIMMY SHARNA checked off the heels of GLENVILLE ROSE causing SHIMMY SHARNA to brush the rail. GLENVILLE ROSE raced wide in the home straight.
- SHIMMY SHARNA was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

**Race 2**
**G-SIX BOURNE KENNELS STAKE**
400m Grade 5

- A swab sample was taken from the winner TANDIKI.
- There were no racing incidents to report.

**Race 3**
**G-SIX THE PRODUCE STORE MIXED STAKE**
400m Mixed 4/5

- A swab sample was taken from the winner ROCK IT FERNANDO.
- Shortly after the start SHANAH’S GIFT and RAMIFIED bumped. There were no further racing incidents to report.

**Race 4**
**KLAASSENS CONTRACTORS OPEN STAKE**
400m OPEN

- There were no racing incidents to report.

**Race 5**
**WINNINGFORMULA.NET.AU STAKE**
400m Grade 6

- There were no racing incidents to report.

**Race 6**
**G-SIX WILLIAMS CRANE HIRE STAKE**
512m Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner HE’S ALEXIS.
- On the first turn ROUSE ROCKET and ROOSTER bumped. There were no further racing incidents to report.

**Race 7**
**GORDON REFRIGERATION STAKE**
512m Grade 5

- On the turn into the back straight STRIKING SUCCESS ran on the heels of ANGELO’S ENTITY causing both greyhounds to lose ground.

**Race 8**
**THE BORDER WATCH MIXED STAKE**
512m 3/4/5

- A swab sample was taken from the winner PERSEVERANCE.
- Shortly after the start SAINT MADDIE moved down checking PERSEVERANCE. On the turn off the back straight CROWN SIMBA moved down checking WEST ON TIA, shortly after CROWN SIMBA ran on the heels of PERSEVERANCE.